
The Zomo P-DJM-S11 NSE Flight Case is made to fit the Pioneer DJM-S11 or DJM-11(SE) DJ Mixer. With the P-

DJM-S11 NSE in the noble NSE Edition Zomo extends the product range by a new Equipment Flight Case. This

stylish DJ case is unbelievably stable to handle the exhausting DJ everyday life without any problems. The stylish and

modern design in the dark black NSE (Night Style Edition) completes the concept of the Zomo Equipment Flightcase

beside the unbelievable professional quality. The excellent inner padding of the P-DJM-S11 NSE guarantees a safe

protection of the Pioneer DJ Mixer against damages, shocks or cigarette burns. Cigarette burns and abrasion cannot harm the P-DJM-

S11 NSE, thanks to the sturdy, laminated 9mm plywood. The extra wide, black lacquered aluminum profiles and stable ball corners

guarantee high resistance and set attractive visual details. Ingenious butterfly catches hold the cover very firmly and allow easy

opening and closing. For higher protection all NSE equipment cases can be locked with an optional padlock. Made for the challenging

DJ everyday life the Zomo DJ Cases are road- and airworthy and protect your precious DJ equipment against damages, liquids or

falls. The front bar can be removed easily and quickly before use, even while the DJ gear is still inside the case.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Protects your gear from scratches, defects or other damage

Protects your gear from scratches, defects or other damage

Most solid construction

Modern, contemporary design

Great processed inner padding

Ball corners provide effective impact protection

Qualitative butterfly fasteners

practical handles for easy transport

Cover removable

SPECIFICATIONS

Suitable for 1x Pioneer DJM-S11 or 1x Pioneer DJM-S11 SE

Outer material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

Weight tba

Outer dimensions 569 (length) x 331 (width) x 209 (height) mm

** The devices shown and/or mentioned on the photos are NOT included in the scope of delivery!
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